You can use the Reporting and Forecasting Tool (RAFT) to see your accounts and to forecast against them. Revenues and expenses come from systems of record (SAP, COEUS, NIMBUS), while your forecasts are local to RAFT. RAFT gives you a place to add local knowledge about the future of the accounts you control.

What is RAFT?

- RAFT is user-centric: you see only the accounts you have view or spend authority from Roles (https://rolesapp.mit.edu/).
- RAFT lets you organize your accounts any way you want.
- You view all accounts in groups, which are called worksets. RAFT creates worksets for you, based on your authorizations, but you can create an unlimited number of your own worksets.
- Currently RAFT supports forecasting at the account (cost collector) level, but you are always forecasting within the account’s workset context.
- RAFT lets you create different forecasts for the same account.
- RAFT lets you decide who can see your forecasts.

See also:

- What is a RAFT Workset
- RAFT - Creating and Managing Static Worksets
- RAFT - Creating and Managing Dynamic Worksets
- RAFT - Sharing Worksets - Managing Workset Authorizations
- RAFT - Create a Forecast